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Das Reich Gottes In Deutschland
What can a German general do, at this juncture, to further the action? If the Army group in the north, engaged in a lost battle, were to come over, the resistance movement inside Germany would receive ...
THROUGH THE ARCHIVES: ‘Hitler system is cracking’, German General talks of revolt
What would have happened if Imperial Germany had not invaded Belgium in 1914, if the Kaiser had built more U-boats, or if America had not entered the war?
Alternative History: Germany Declares Victory in 1918
None of these alternatives would have guaranteed victory, but they at least would have offered Germany a chance. Whether "victory" would have been worth the cost in blood is another question.
Kaiserreich: How Imperial Germany Could Have Won the Great War
The shuttered airport was once the site of an armaments factory and Nazi forced labour camps. Researchers have begun to shed new light on the zone.
The dark history of Schönefeld Airport
First a globetrotter, then at home in the USA for more than three decades: the ethnologist and historian Rainer Buschmann. (California State University, Channel Islands) Rainer Buschmann has lived in ...
Historian and ethnologist Rainer Buschmann
Grant asked the United States Congress to raise the pay of the American minister in Berlin to the level of that of his colleagues in London and Paris. “The union of the States of Germany into a form ...
The United States and Germany: A Diplomatic History
BEVERLEY BAXTER. NO ONE but a magician or a fool would forecast the future of Germany. It is a problem of such complexity that there is hardly a conclusion ...
Were Losing in Germany
Olympic Games played a key role in the development of both Hitlers Third Reich and international sporting competition. This volume gathers original ...
The Nazi Olympics: Sport, Politics, and Appeasement in the 1930s
Recovering the Lost Stories of Looted Art, an exhibition that situates the subject of art looting during World War II within a unique thematic premise, focusing on the seizure and movement of works as ...
Exhibition reveals lost stories of works of Nazi looted art
Recovering the Lost Stories of Looted Art' is a testament to survival, despite attempts to eradicate an identity and culture ...
NYC exhibit of Nazi-looted art tells a tale of Jewish loss and recovery
In Berlin, children sing in their schoolrooms... and adults cheer a man Baxter says "has the makings of another dictator." ...
Berlin Letter
A total of 23 gold medals will be up for grabs in the last day of track and field events at the National Olympic Stadium on 4 September in Tokyo ...
Tokyo Paralympics: Para athletics day 9 preview
Italian cellist and composer Giovanni Sollima (born in Palermo, Sicily, in 1962) is regarded by many as a post-minimalist, and indeed one hears in some of his compositions the rigorous and formalistic ...
Giovanni Sollima
Other highlights include Mike Mills' latest film plus the directorial debuts of Maggie Gyllenhaal and Charlotte Gainsbourg.
NYFF 2021 Reveals Spotlight Section: ‘Dune,’ ‘The French Dispatch,’ ‘Red Rocket,’ and More
Larry Heinzerling, a 41-year Associated Press news executive and bureau chief who played a key role in winning freedom for hostage Terry Anderson from his Hezbollah abductors in Lebanon, has died ...
Larry Heinzerling, AP executive and bureau chief, dies at 75
U.S. gymnast Simone Biles plans to compete in the balance beam finals at the Tokyo Games today. Just a little over a week ago, the 24-year-old Biles stepped away from competition to focus on her ...
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